
Directions to County Hall   
 

 
 

By Public Transport  
 There are two rail stations in Worcester:  

 
 Forgate Street.  This is in the Town Centre, with the Crowngate Bus Station a three 

minute walking distance.   
 

 Shrub Hill.  This is on the outskirts of the Town Centre, with the Crowngate Bus Station a 
15 minute walking distance.   

 
 Bus service 44 (operated by Midland Red West) runs between CrownGate Bus Station and 

County Hall.  Alternatively, there is a taxi rank outside the train station. 
 

 Passengers arriving at Shrub Hill railway station have no direct service to County Hall and are 
advised to travel to the CrownGate bus station and use the service 44.  Alternatively, there is a 
taxi rank outside the train station. 

 
By vehicle from the M5 to County Hall 

 If travelling northwards on the M5 leave at junction 7 and take the first turning left from the large 
roundabout, signposted Worcester. 
 

 If travelling southwards on the M5 leave at junction 7 and take the third turning left from the large 
roundabout, signposted Worcester. 

 
 Travelling along the dual carriageway from the motorway roundabout go straight on at the next 

roundabout and again straight on at the second roundabout. 
 

 As you climb slight gradient move out to outside lane in preparation for a right turn at the next 
roundabout (the inside lane is not affected by roundabout). At the roundabout turn right into 
Spetchley Road. 

 
 Travel along Spetchley Road for approximately 1/3 of a mile. At the mini roundabout turn left into 

the County Hall Campus. 
 

By vehicle from Worcester City Centre to County Hall 
 Take the London Road away from the centre signposted M5 motorway and Evesham. 

 
 Travelling eastwards along London Road, passing through a set of traffic lights at the bottom of 

the first large hill, climb to the top of the next hill. Approach the large roundabout and take the first 
left (almost straight ahead if you remain in the inside lane) into Spetchley Road. 

 
 Travel along Spetchley Road for approximately 1/3 of a mile. At the mini roundabout turn left into 

the County Hall Campus. 
 

 
 

  



Location Map  
 

Address: County Hall, Spetchley Road,  A:  Forgate Street Rail Station 
Worcester, WR5 2NP   B:  Shrub Hill Rail Station 
     C:  Crowngate Bus Station 

Telephone:  01905 763763    D:  County Hall 
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